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linea textured face

Accentuate Wood with Wire Brushing

The LINEA Textured Face is a surface finish option that gives LINEA panels an authentic, rustic, 
and sophisticated look while maintaining a smooth, warm, and attractive appearance. The various 
levels of texture serve to enhance the natural wood grain and give added dimension to the walls 
and ceilings in any space.

features | benefits

 • Available on all LINEA solid wood and real wood veneer products

 • Texture Face options include: Fine, Medium, or Coarse

 •  Texture and Smooth surface finishes can be mixed and matched to create many unique looks

 •  Mimics the look of reclaimed wood for an authentic, rustic and sophisticated appearance

 • Hides imperfections and scratches better than smooth finishes

 • Unmatchable beauty and uniqueness

When the softer grains are removed, the hardest wood is left exposed. This makes the
LINEA Textured Face more durable, and therefore able to handle everyday wear and tear better.
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Add the LINEA Textured Face option to these products to help your next project stand out!

• Veneer Flat Panels • T&G (Tongue & Groove) • MicroPerforated Veneer Flat Panels

• Panelized Planks • Continuous Planks • Mixed Grilles & Mixed Planks

• Accent Wood Beams • Tenor Panels • Acoustic Kerf T&G

• Wood Baffles • Squared • Partition Screens

Contact LINEA for more details.
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The level of achievable texture depends on the natural characteristics of the selected wood species. 
LINEA Textured Face works best when applied to medium or open–grained hardwood species like 
Oak, Ash, Elm, Hickory and Sassafras or softwood species such as Western Hemlock, Douglas Fir and 
Western Red Cedar.

disclaimer
 A single sample may not accurately represent the full range of natural variations to be expected. Due to the 
inherent properties and characteristics of wood, these samples should be viewed as an approximation of 
what can be obtained. Some wood species have more natural variance in appearance than others. We have 
made every effort to make colors as accurate as possible. Colors on screen may vary depending on your 
screen setting and resolution. 


